SUNDAY, DECEMBER 25, 2022 AT 9:00 A.M.

YAHIRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

SHIRLEY CHOW  ADELE LERNER
ESSIE COHEN  SYLVIA LIPMAN
BEISSIE EDISON  TRUDIE ROEBUCK
MIRIAM KOTLER  ROSE SHIFMAN
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE  JOSEPH WALKER

We remember, too, those who have died most recently
and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

NORMAN BAGER (DECEMBER 26), pronounced: Bay-gger
JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
SHIRLEY DIAMOND (DECEMBER 27)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
SHEREEN HEICHELHEIM (DECEMBER 26)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
SHERI LIPSON-KORN (DECEMBER 28)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer

Are there any names to be added?
MONDAY, DECEMBER 26, 2022 AT 9:00 A.M.
Statutory holiday

YAHRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

HERBERT BASIAN        DAVID HART
WILLIAM BURGER        ARTHUR KRANGLE
HELEN GARDNER         HELEN LEVINE
MERVYN MAXIM          JOSEPH LYONS
GONSENHAUSER          JACK MELOFF
ADELE HANDELMAN       IDA OIFFER

We remember, too, those who have died most recently
and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

NORMAN BAGER (DECEMBER 26), pronounced: Bay-gger
JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
SHIRLEY DIAMOND (DECEMBER 27)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
SHEREEN HEICHELHEIM (DECEMBER 26)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
SHERI LIPSON-KORN (DECEMBER 28)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer

Are there any names to be added?
Observed statutory holiday

YAHIRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHIRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

GURSTON ALLEN          ALLAN LONDON
JOHN ATKINS             JOSEPH LYONS
ANITA BOCHNER           LOUIS OIFFER
JEAN CROSSLEY           DAVID PRIPSTEIN
JOHN DAVIS              SAMUEL RICH
ARTHUR GELBER           RUTH ROSEN
ROSE HANDS              MANNY ROTMAN
HENRY HEARST            ENA SHIP
BELLA KOTZER             LEDA SLATER

We remember, too, those who have died most recently and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
SHIRLEY DIAMOND (DECEMBER 27)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
SHERI LIPSON-KORN (DECEMBER 28)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer

Are there any names to be added?
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 27, 2022 AT 6:00 P.M.

Yahrzeit
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

GURSTON ALLEN       EDWARD ROSSMAN
DAVID GARFIELD      MANNY ROTMAN
RICU HARAS           CHANA SHAPIRO
ROSE HANDS           LEDA SLATER
SYLVIA KLEIMAN       ALLAN WEISS
BELLA KOTZER         LLOYD ZERKER
JOSEPH LYONS
DAVID PRIPSTEIN

We remember, too, those who have died most recently and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
LYLE FRAIMAN (JANUARY 24)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
SHERI LIPSON-KORN (DECEMBER 28)
MICHAEL MARRUS (JANUARY 25)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
JOAN SIMKINS
ALICE TANZ (JANUARY 25)
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer
RANSOM VROOMAN (JANUARY 20)

Are there any names to be added?
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 2022 AT 7:30 A.M.

YAHRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

JENNIE BRESLIN
DOROTHY GARFIELD
DAVID GARFIELD
RICU HARAS
SYLVIA KLEIMAN
EDWARD ROSSMAN

SARA SALTER
RAE SALTMAN
CHANA SHAPIRO
ALLAN WEISS
LLOYD ZERKER

We remember, too, those who have died most recently and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
LYLE FRAIMAN (JANUARY 24)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
SHERI LIPSON-KORN (DECEMBER 28)
MICHAEL MARRUS (JANUARY 25)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
JOAN SIMKINS
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer
ALICE TANZ (JANUARY 25)
RANSOM VROOMAN (JANUARY 20)

Are there any names to be added?
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 2022 AT 6:00 P.M.

YAHIRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHIRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

SUSAN ABRAHAMS         HAROLD LINTON
ISAAC BLANKSTEIN        HAROLD NASHMAN
JENNIE BRESLIN          EDWARD ROSSMAN
EVA CHERNIA             BENJAMIN SALEH
DOROTHY GARFIELD        SARA SALTER
DAVID GARFIELD          RAE SALTZMAN
SIDI KATZ               CYRIL WEINSTOCK

We remember, too, those who have died most recently and whose families are in the period of shloshim:

JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
LYLE FRAIMAN (JANUARY 24)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
SHERI LIPSON-KORN (DECEMBER 28)
MICHAEL MARRUS (JANUARY 25)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
JOAN SIMKINS
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), *pronounced: Timer*
ALICE TANZ (JANUARY 25)
RANSOM VROOMAN (JANUARY 20)

Are there any names to be added?
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 7:30 A.M.

YAHRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

SUSAN ABRAHAMS  SIDI KATZ
GAIL BERMAN    HARRY KOTZER
ISAAC BLANKSTEIN  HAROLD LINTON
EVA CHERNIA  BERNARD MANACE
HYMAN COTTON   HAROLD NASHMAN
CORINNE DALGORF  BEN PAPE
SAM GOLDSTEIN  BENJAMIN SALEH
YISRAEL GRINGORTEN  IRVING SHERMAN
LOUIS HERWITZ  CYRIL WEINSTOCK

We remember, too, those who have died most recently
and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
LYLE FRAIMAN (JANUARY 24)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
MICHAEL MARRUS (JANUARY 25)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
JOAN SIMKINS
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer
ALICE TANZ (JANUARY 25)
RANSOM VROOMAN (JANUARY 20)

Are there any names to be added?

Please join us for breakfast sponsored by Carla Baudot and Reesa
Gringorten in honour of the Yahrzeit of Yisrael Moshe Gringorten
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29, 2022 AT 6:00 P.M.

YAHRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

GAIL BERMAN         HARRY KOTZER
HYMAN COTTON        BERNARD MANACE
CORINNE DALGORSF    BEN PAPE
PEARL GENEEN        BERNICE SAUNDERS
SAM GOLDSTEIN       IRVING SHERMAN
YISRAEL GRINDORTEN  ROSE SHKOLNIK
LOUIS HERWITZ       JAKOB WAKERMAN

We remember, too, those who have died most recently
and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
LYLE FRAIMAN (JANUARY 24)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
MICHAEL MARRUS (JANUARY 25)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
JOAN SIMKINS
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer
ALICE TANZ (JANUARY 25)
RANSOM VROOMAN (JANUARY 20)

Are there any names to be added?
YAHIRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHIRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

PEARL GENEEN
DORA KURTZ
CAROLYN NESSELROTH
BERNICE SAUNDERS
ROSE SHKOLNIK

JOSEPH SILVER
HELEN TATOR
JAKOB WAKERMAN
ROSE WOLFE

We remember, too, those who have died most recently and whose families are in the period of shloshim;

JUNE DENNIS (JANUARY 12)
LYLE FRAIMAN (JANUARY 24)
HERBERT GREENSTEIN (JANUARY 19)
BLANCHE LIPSKI (JANUARY 3)
MICHAEL MARRUS (JANUARY 25)
BERNIE RUBIN (JANUARY 18)
RIVKA SAGI BUCHVALTER (JANUARY 5)
STANLEY SHENKMAN (JANUARY 16)
EVA SILVER (JANUARY 20)
JOAN SIMKINS
NANCY THEIMER (JANUARY 7), pronounced: Timer
ALICE TANZ (JANUARY 25)
RANSOM VROOMAN (JANUARY 20)

Are there any names to be added?
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30, 2022 AT 6:00 P.M.

YAHRZEIT
"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

Gurston Allen *
John Atkins *
Jennie Breslin *
William Burger *
Essie Cohen *
Hyman Cotton *
John Davis *
Bessie Edison *
Robert Engel
David Fauman *
Dorothy Garfield *
Arthur Gelber *
Rose Hands *
David Hart *
Henry Hearst *
Henry Kay
Dora Kurtz *
Gertrude Lawrence *
Helen Levine *
Harold Linton *

Joseph Lyons *
Bernard Manace *
Shelley Merovitz
Harold Nashman *
Carolyn Nesselroth
Louis Oiffer *
Ida Oiffer *
Ben Pape *
Clara Pencer *
Norma Reitman Cummings
Ethyle Robins *
Edward Rossman *
Benjamin Saleh *
Irving Sherman *
Robert Shriar *
Joseph Silver *
Helen Tator *
Rose Wolfe *
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31, 2022 AT 10:30 A.M.

YAHRZEIT

"TODAY WE MARK THE YAHRZEIT OF THE FOLLOWING:"

Gurston Allen  *  Harold Linton  *
John Atkins  *  Joseph Lyons  *
Jennie Breslin  *  Bernard Manace  *
William Burger  *  Shelley Merovitz
Anne Cadesky  Irving Mintz
Essie Cohen  *  Harold Nashman  *
Hyman Cotton  *  Louis Oiffer  *
John Davis  *  Ida Oiffer  *
Bessie Edison  *  Ben Pape  *
Robert Engel  Macks Pearlman
David Fauman  *  Clara Pencer  *
Dorothy Garfield  *  Norma Reitman Cummings
Arthur Gelber  *  Ethyle Robins  *
Esther Greenberg  Edward Rossman  *
Rose Hands  *  Benjamin Saleh  *
David Hart  *  Irving Sherman  *
Henry Hearst  *  Robert Shriar  *
Henry Kay  Joseph Silver  *
Dora Kurtz  *  Helen Tator  *
Gertrude Lawrence  *  Rose Wolfe  *
Helen Levine  *

The B'nei Mitzvah Family requests the following name read: